A Time for
Collective Intelligence
Today’s fixed income markets demand active
management that combines deep expertise,
broad reach and seamless teamwork.

Current secular forces such as rising debt levels, unconventional central bank policy, and structural
marketplace changes increase the need for a fundamental and flexible approach.

At MFS, we see these challenges as opportunities.
Our global research platform delivers:
Multidisciplinary
expertise

Fixed Income
Portfolio Managers
Experts manage
portfolios dynamically

Fixed Income
Strategy Groups
Interest-rate, currency and
sector perspectives help
calibrate exposures to
macroeconomic cycles

A structure and process to
drive smart investment decisions

Equity Analysts
Cross-asset perspectives
provide differentiated
information and insights

Alignment around
a shared culture

Quantitative Analysts
Risk modeling and stress
testing help manage risks
in a range of scenarios

Fixed Income Analysts

Fixed Income Traders

Issuer-level research
identifies underpriced
securities and seeks to
minimize default risk

Deep understanding of
market technicals help
navigate rapidly changing
market dynamics

Times change and markets evolve but the foundations
of our active investment approach never waver.
Collaboration is woven into our culture.

LEARN MORE
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